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State
to put
toll
lanes
on 405

Plan to
expand
migrant
rights in
works
White House moves
toward action that
could shield many
already here illegally
from deportation.

Defying local officials,
Caltrans takes action
to reduce congestion
between Seal Beach
and Costa Mesa.

By Christi Parsons,
Brian Bennett
and Lisa Mascaro

WASHINGTON — Even
as President Obama grapples with the crisis of immigrant children arriving at
the Southwest border, White
House officials are laying
the groundwork for a largescale expansion of immigrant rights that would
come by executive action
within weeks.
Officials signaled strongly Friday that Obama’s
move would shield from deportation large numbers of
immigrants living in the
country illegally, as advocacy groups have demanded.
Roughly 5 million of the
estimated 11 million people
who entered the country
without legal authorization
or overstayed their visas
could be protected under a
leading option the White
House is considering, according to officials who discussed the proposals on
condition of anonymity.
Obama said last month
that because Congress had
failed to act on comprehensive immigration reform, he
would take executive action
to “fix as much of our immigration system as I can on
my own.”
That move will come by
the end of the summer,
White House senior advisor
Dan Pfeiffer told reporters
Friday. Some officials had
advocated waiting until after the November midterm
election.
Any such move would
prompt a major clash with
[See Immigration, A10]

By Paloma Esquivel

Bob Chamberlin Los Angeles Times

WELL DRILLING workers Tommy Hutchinson, left, and Angel Pimentel react to a gush of muddy

water as they prepare to drill deeper. Demand is so high that their employer’s waiting list is a year long.

THE NEW
GOLD RUSH

To keep their farms from ruin, California growers
search deeper underground for sources of water
By David Pierson
TERRA BELLA, Calif. — On a
dusty clearing between a fallow
wheat field and wilting orange
groves, Steve Arthur’s crew of two
mud-splattered well drillers worked
furiously to deliver a lifeline to another despondent farmer.
Using a diesel-powered rig that
rumbled like a moving subway car,
the workers bore deeper and deeper
into the packed clay in hopes of tapping a steady supply of groundwater
— about the only source of water that
remains for many growers in this
parched rural community about 40
miles north of Bakersfield.
Only a lucky few get a visit from

2,000

Depth for water wells,
in feet, being drilled by
large California farms

874

Well permits issued in Tulare
County by June of this year
(44 more than for all of last year)

53%

The state’s share of agricultural
water from wells by the end of
2014, up from 31%

Arthur. His waiting list, recorded in
two 4-inch-thick binders, would take
a year to clear. Most farmers can’t
wait that long to save their fields. Arthur has declined cash offers from
growers to jump ahead in line.
“Many of these farmers tell me
they’d hate to be in my shoes,” said
Arthur, 54, a second-generation driller. “What do you tell someone who is
losing their crop?”
California’s three-year drought
has sparked a surge in demand for
wells in the state’s agricultural heartland. With federal and state allocations of surface water reduced to a
trickle, growers are searching deeper
underground for sources of water to
keep their farms from ruin.
[See Drought, A14]

New light on a
fatal rampage
After Rep. Gabrielle
Giffords was shot, a
second attack may
have been planned,
FBI files suggest.
By Richard A. Serrano

Carolyn Cole Los Angeles Times

BURYING GAZA’S DEAD
The bodies of 10 of the people killed when a U.N. shelter in Beit Hanoun was
shelled are prepared for burial. As the Israel-Hamas fighting continues,
many Gaza residents are trapped and beyond the reach of aid. WORLD, A6

Israel, Hamas agree to
12-hour truce in Gaza
By Laura King,
Batsheva Sobelman
and Paul Richter
CAIRO — Israel and the
militant
group
Hamas
agreed to a 12-hour lull in
fighting beginning early Saturday, and U.S. Secretary of
State John F. Kerry declared
that a longer cease-fire in the
Gaza Strip could be finalized before a Muslim feast
beginning early next week.
But Israel rejected a proposal by the United States

and United Nations for a seven-day truce. Its defense
minister, Moshe Yaalon, put
troops on notice Friday that
ground operations in the
coastal enclave could be expanded.
In Gaza, meanwhile, the
Palestinian death toll from
the 18-day Israeli offensive
rose to at least 860, mostly civilians, including many
women and children. Six
more Palestinians died in
scattered clashes across the
West Bank that pointed to a
potential widening of the

conflict between Israel and
Hamas, which controls
Gaza.
Kerry, who has been in
the region since Monday
pursuing intensive talks,
held an evening news conference in the Egyptian capital
with U.N. Secretary-General
Ban Ki-moon, Egyptian Foreign Minister Sameh Shoukry and Arab League chief
Nabil Elaraby, all of whom
have been working to prod
Israel and Hamas into accepting a temporary cease[See Gaza, A6]

WASHINGTON
—
Shortly after Jared Lee
Loughner shot Rep. Gabrielle Giffords as she met with
constituents at an Arizona
strip mall, FBI agents
rushed to his Tucson residence, fearing it was rigged
to explode.
Technicians with bombsniffing dogs found the front
door locked and blocked by
furniture, so they entered
through the garage. After
searching the kitchen, front
room and hallway, they arrived at Loughner’s bedroom, where dogs focused
on a small safe behind the
door.
Using radiographs to
peer inside before opening it,
they detected bomb-making
components — batteries, a
circuit board, wires and a
numeric keyboard system.
The discovery strongly suggested that Loughner, had
he not been captured on that
2011 morning, was preparing
for an even more deadly attack.
The new details about
Loughner are included in
1,500 pages of FBI investigative files, released this week
in response to a Freedom of
Information Act request by

the Los Angeles Times/Tribune Washington bureau.
To avoid the death penalty, Loughner — whose lawyers initially maintained he
was mentally incompetent
— pleaded guilty and received a life sentence. With
no trial, the FBI files provide
what likely will be the public’s only chance to review
the federal evidence collected in the case, including
Loughner’s love of guns, his
[See Loughner, A16]

The battle over toll lanes
on
California
freeways
moved to Orange County on
Friday when Caltrans announced it would defy local
officials and place what critics call “Lexus lanes” on a 14mile stretch of the 405 Freeway.
The lanes would be on a
notoriously congested section of the freeway between
Seal Beach and Costa Mesa.
The cost of the tolls has not
been finalized, but some existing toll lanes can charge
about $10 one way during
rush hour.
The move comes as communities throughout Southern California are increasingly considering toll lanes
in order to relieve traffic and
generate funding.
After years of resistance,
Los Angeles officials added
toll lanes along parts of the
10 and 110 freeways.
Riverside County is now
in the process of creating express lanes on the 91 Freeway in Corona, while San
Bernardino County officials
are exploring the possibility
of toll lanes on the 10 and 15
freeways as well.
But none of those areas
have seen the strong opposition that Caltrans has encountered
in
Orange
County, where numerous
cities as well as the county’s
transportation agency have
come out against the idea.
Caltrans officials said
Friday that adding high-occupancy toll (HOT) lanes on
the 405 would speed traffic.
“We’ve got over 400,000
people using the 405 corridor every day,” said Ryan
Chamberlain,
Orange
County district director for
Caltrans. “I’d say there’s going to be a lot of people celebrating this decision.”
But there was little celebrating in Orange County —
at least among many local
officials.
“The state of California
and those in Sacramento are
trying to implement a concerted agenda to have layers
of taxes, fees and tolls to extract dollars out of everyday
drivers,” said Huntington
Beach Mayor Matthew
Harper. “I think once voters
realize what’s coming down
at them, they’re going to rebel and people are going to
want to keep the freeways
free.”
Despite Orange County’s
history as a longtime proponent of toll lanes and roads,
[See 405 toll lanes, A12]
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LOUISIANA CRAWFISH BOIL at Flores and the

Ladies’ Gunboat Society, review by Jonathan Gold.
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